COHOMOLOGY OF LOCAL GROUP EXTENSIONSO)
BY

S. SWIERCZKOWSKI

1. Introduction. A local group is an object which, roughly speaking, satisfies
the usual axioms of a group, except that the product xy may not be defined for
some x, y; the existence of identity and inverses are assumed. An example is a
subset of a group which contains the identity and with every x also its inverse x"1.
Such a local group will be called enlargeable. Suppose U is a local group containing
a group TVsuch that all products of the form un, nu, unu'1 (u e U, ne TV)are defined and unu'1 e TV(TVis a normal subgroup of Í7). Then the quotient space
V= U/N of the cosets of TVis a local group in an obvious way. We shall consider
here the problem of enlarging the above local group U under the assumption that
V is enlargeable. This question has been considered previously by W. T. van Est
[5] and P. A. Smith ([13], [14]). The present paper originated in the attempt to
derive the results of [14] by the homological methods of [5]; it is therefore in the
same spirit as [5], where method is concerned, and among our results are the main

theorems of [14].
A rough summary is as follows. In §2 we introduce some basic notions. We say

that

(1)

£: 1—yN^U—>K—>-l
<t>

is a local extension over V if TVis a normal subgroup of U, V is isomorphic to UjN
and <j>is canonical. We call £ enlargeable over a group G if F<=G and there exists a
group 77 containing U and a homomorphism <f>':H -y G such that </>'|í/= </>.Then
the exact sequence of groups 1 -y TV<=
77 -> G& -> 1 is called an enlargement over G
of 2. It is easily observed that £ is enlargeable (over some group) iff U is enlargeable, and henceforth only the problem of enlarging £ over a fixed group G is
considered.
§§3, 4 and 5 introduce the basic technical apparatus: complexes and cohomology
groups associated with a local group V and a group G containing it. We begin by
introducing in §3 the simplicial scheme FG (first considered in [14]) the set of whose
vertices is G and whose simplexes are those sets {g0, ■■■,gn} which satisfy g,rlgj e V
for all i,j. This scheme is connected and simply connected iff G is K-monodrome
(that is when V generates G and any other group K generated by F is a homomorphic image of G, the homomorphism being on V the identity). We investigate
more closely the role of the first homotopy group of Fq in the problem of enlarging
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a homomorphism F-> 77 (Z7 a group) to G -> 77, and we define an obstruction to
such enlargement.
In §4 we consider the complex (£(Y%)of singular chains of YG. This is a Gcomplex (i.e. a complex of G-modules whose boundary operators are G-morphisms).
In particular S(Fg) is the standard homogeneous ZG-resolution of Z, so for any
G-module C we have 77"(G, C) = 77enQ(6(rg),C), where "eq" means that this is
the cohomology of the complex HomG(Œ(rg), C) (and not Homz(G(rg), C)). We

define by analogy Z7"(F, C) = H^((í(Yl), C), and
Z7"(G mod V, C) = 77e"Q((£(rg)
mod &KYVG),
C).
Expressing these groups in terms of the standard nonhomogeneous ZG-resolution
of Z, one finds that H"(V, C) does not depend on G, nor on the assumption
that V is enlargeable, so it can be redefined for an arbitrary local group V and a

F-module C.
§§5 and 6 establish a fundamental

isomorphism

k : Hn(G mod V, C) -> HomG(Hn_x(YvG),C) (« ä 2)

under the assumption that YGis connected and acyclic in dimensions 1,..., « —2.
§7 introduces the link between the above and local extensions. We describe the
latter in terms of multiplicators (analogous to the factor sets in the theory of

O. Schreier, [17, p. 89]) and in slightly more detail than this is done in [14]. A
homomorphism 0 : V -> A(N)¡I(N) of the local group V into the automorphism
group of N modulo the subgroup of inner automorphisms is called an abstract
kernel and denoted by <F, N, 0>. With a local extension 2 (see (1)) we associate
the abstract kernel

(2)

0 : V —* U —> A(N) —> A(N)II(N)

where ip is any map which composed with <f>is the identity, iN assigns to every
u e U the automorphism n-^unu'1,
and the last map is canonical. With any
abstract kernel <F, N, 0> we associate an obstruction Obs<F, TV,0> e Z73(F, C)
(C = center N with F-structure defined by the kernel) which vanishes iff <F, N, 0>
is the abstract kernel (2) of some local extension 2. This discussion is very much

modelled on that by S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane in [3].
Also by analogy with [3] we define in §8 for any abstract kernel <G, N, 0>
whose restriction <F, N, 0|F> is of the form (2), for some local extension 8, an

obstruction ObsKG, N, 0> e 773 (G mod V, C) which vanishes iff <G, N, 0> is
the abstract kernel of some enlargement over G of i1.
In §9 we interpret 772(F, C) as the set of isomorphism classes of local extensions
having a common abstract kernel <F, N, 0> which induces on C the given Vmodule structure. Similarly H2(G mod V, C) is interpreted as the set of isomorphism classes of enlargements over G of £ which have a common abstract kernel

<G, 7Y,0>. The analogy with [3] is maintained.
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The main results about the enlargeability over G of £, where V generates G,
are given in §10. Trying to find an enlargement over G of £ we first attempt to
enlarge the abstract kernel (2) of £ ; we meet an obstruction of the kind described
in §3. If this vanishes (it always does when G is F-monodrome), we have a unique
enlargement <G, TV,0> of the abstract kernel of £, and an enlargement over G of
£ (if it exists) must have the kernel <G, TV,0>. Thus, by the results of §8, £ is
enlargeable over G iff ObSü<G, TV,0> vanishes. Applying this also to a subextension
£^ of £ (i.e. TVc û<= U, V= Û/N) we recover the fundamental theorem of P. A.
Smith [14, (50.7), p. 423], in a slightly more general form. In case when TVis
abelian, the enlargeability of £ was discussed in ([5], [6]) and the second obstruction was found to be a 2-dimensional cohomology class. We give a new proof of

this result.
In §11 it is assumed that G is a topological group with 772op(G)=0 and V is
open in G. A simple sufficient condition for the enlargeability over G of a subextension £~ is deduced from the theorems of §10. Related results can be found

in [13] (without proof) and in [5].
In §12 we give a theorem (announced in [15]) concerning the enlargeability of
infinite dimensional local Lie groups. When applied to the finite dimensional case,
it gives the enlargeability of a local Lie group, as a corollary of the known fact that
the second homotopy of a Lie group vanishes.
I would like to express my warmest thanks to W. T. van Est who at some time
has carried out investigations similar to those outlined above, and who most
kindly made available to me his unpublished notes. Most basic ideas and constructions below can be traced back to these. Subsequent correspondence with him
resulted in many improvements of my original presentation, for this also 1 am

very indebted.
2. Local groups and extensions. A local group is a set V such that for certain
pairs <x, _y>in VxV there exists an element xy in V, called the product of x by y
and satisfying the conditions
(i) if xy and yz exist, then (xy)z and x(yz) exist or do not exist simultaneously,
and (xy)z = x(yz) if they do exist,
(ii) there is a unit 1 in V such that lx = xl =x for every x,
(iii) every x in V has a unique inverse x'1 satisfying (x_1)_1 = x and xx_1 = l,
(iv) if xy exists, then y~1x~1 exists (it follows from the above that this is (xy)'1).
A map of local groups </»:V-> V will be called a morphism if the existence of xy
in V implies that (f>(x)(p(y)exists in V and equals <f>(xy).With these morphisms
local groups form a category which contains the subcategory of groups. Henceforth the word "morphism" will be reserved to mean a morphism in any of these
categories; in the category of sets we shall use the word map. A morphism
4>: V -y V will be called strong if, for every x, y in V, the existence of xy is equivalent to the existence of <j>(x)<f>(y).
A morphism will be called a mono- or epimorphism if, considered as a map, it is injective or surjective.
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A subset of a local group will be called symmetric if it contains the identity and
if it contains with every element x also its inverse x'1. A symmetric subset of a
local group is again a local group. Since a morphism <f>:V -> V preserves the
identity and inverses, the sets <f>
Vand <f>~1lare local groups; we call them the ¡mage
and kernel of <j>.A sequence

-* V

-> V-

-> V"

is called exact if Im <£¡= Ker <f>i
+l for every i.
By a local extension 2 over V we shall mean an exact sequence of local groups

S: 1 —> N c Í7—> v—► 1,
where the morphism <f>
is strong. This implies that A is a group. It also follows that
un, nu and unu 'l exist for every u e U, ne N, and unu ~ * e N. If also U, V are
groups, then we shall call S a global extension.
We shall say that a local group V is enlargeable if there exists a group G and a
morphism <j>;V->G such that <f>:V^-<f>V is an isomorphism. If, in particular
V<=G then we shall say that G is V-monodrome provided that
(*) V generates G and for every morphism <p: F->Z7, where Z7 is a group,
there exists a morphism v: G—> 77 which makes the diagram

>77
commutative.
If V is enlargeable, there always exists a F-monodrome group; it is enough to
take the group presented by the set V, as set of generators, with the set of relations
equal to the multiplication table of the local group V [15, p. 222].
By a morphism 2 -> 2' of local extensions we shall mean a commutative diagram

S: 1

S': 1

-> N

TV

If, in particular, N' = N, W and V are groups, v is the identity and p., to are
inclusions, then 2 will be called enlargeable to the global extension 2', and £' will
be called an enlargement over V of 8. We shall also say in this case that S is
enlargeable over V, or just enlargeable.
It is easy to see that the problem of enlarging a local group U which appears as
the middle term of some local extension 2 is equivalent to the problem of enlarging
2. Indeed, if U is enlargeable, we can take a group U' generated by U and take
J/'= U'jN. If, in particular we take U' to be f/-monodrome, then, as can be shown
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rather easily, V' = U'¡N will be F-monodrome. This shows that £ is enlargeable
over some group containing F iff £ is enlargeable over a F-monodrome group.
If 65¡: 1 -> TVc/Zj -> G-y 1 (i = 0, I) are two enlargements of £, then by a
morphism ©0 -»■®i ofer £ we shall mean a commutative diagram
@0: 1

TVc 770

&X-- 1

TV<=77,

where ju.|7/ = identity.
3. The simplicial scheme Fq. We shall associate with a group G and a symmetric F<=G the simplicial scheme F%, the set of whose vertices is G, such that
{go, gi, ■■-, in}ŒG is a simplex iff gj_1g; e F for all /,/ Let ^(rjj) denote the first
homotopy group of Fa.
Lemma 1. 7/ F generates G, then for every morphism hv: K-> 77, where 77 is a
group, there exists a morphism

(3.1)

p(hv):TTX(Fl)-+H,

which is trivial if and only if hv can be enlarged to a morphism h: G -y 77.

Definition. p(hv) will be called the obstruction to the enlargeability ofhv over G,
and denoted by Obs(«y, G). Instead of saying that the morphism Obs(«v, G) is
trivial, we shall say that it vanishes.
To define p(hv), we take a loop I at 1 in FG and write it as l = {g0, gx, ■■-, gù,
where g0=gn = l and g1r-1xgi
= vl eV(i=l,...,
«). We define P(hv)l=hv(vx)hv(v2)- ■■
hv(vn). A loop /' will be said to arise from / by an elementary deformation if /' is
of one of the forms
<go, ■■-,gi,

gi + 2, ■■-,gn>

Or {go,.

■-,gi,g,gt

+ x,- --,gn>,

where g,rlgi +2e F in the first case and gf xg, g'1g¡ + x e V in the second. Since
hv is a morphism, it is easy to see that then p(hv)l' = p(hv)l. A homotopy between
two loops can be always accomplished by a sequence of elementary deformations,
hence p(hY)l depends only on the homotopy class / of /. We define now (3.1) by
putting p(hv)l=p(hv)l. It is clear that the map so obtained is a morphism.
Suppose(3.1) is trivial. To define«: G-> 77, take anyge G, write gas a product
^1^2' ' 'vn °f elements of V and put

(3.2)

h(g) = hy(vx)-hv(v2)---hv(vn).

To show that «(g) does not depend on the presentation of g, assume g=v'xv'2- ■■v'm
(v'ieV) and define a loop l={g0, ■■-,gn, g'm,g'm-i, ■■-, gó> by
go = gó = L

gk = vx---vk

(l£k£n),

g'k = v'x---v'k

(1 á k g m).
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Since p(hv)l= 1, we obtain that the right-hand side of (3.2) is equal to hv(v'x)hv(v2)• ■•
hv(v'm)which proves the assertion. Obviously « is an enlargement of hv.
Conversely, assuming that hv is enlargeable to « : G -> 77, we have for
/ = < go, ■■■, gn) as above, p(hv)l = h(vx)h(v2) ■■■h(vn) = h(vx ■■■vn) = «( 1) = 1, whence

p(hv) is trivial.
Lemma 2. G is V-monodrome iff YG is l-connected (i.e. connected and simply
connected).

This is proved in [14, (35.4), p. 399]. We shall give a slightly different proof based
on the preceding lemma.
Proof. Suppose YGis l-connected. The connectedness implies that V generates
G. The simple connectedness means that ttx(Yg) = 1 whence, by the previous lemma,
every morphism of V into a group Z7 can be enlarged to a morphism G -> 77.
Thus G is F-monodrome.
Now suppose G is F-monodrome. Then YGis connected because V generates G.
Let f£ be the l-connected covering scheme, so that the vertices of YGare equivalence classes of paths in YG originating from 1, the equivalence being homotopy
with fixed end-point (for a precise definition see [14, (10.2), p. 378]). Let G be the
set of vertices of YG,we make G into a group by path composition, i.e. if a, b are
paths representing a,beG, then the path a followed by gb, where g is the endpoint of a, represents ab. V is contained in G (identifying veV with the class of
the path <1, F>) as a set of generators, and the operation of assigning to a path its
end-point induces a morphism G ^ G which is on V the identity. Its kernel is
ttx(YI). But since G is F-monodrome, there is a morphism G -> G equal to the
identity on V, so that the two morphisms between G and G are inverse to each
other (the groups being generated by V), whence ni(T%)= 1.
Corollary.

7/G is V-monodrome, then H0(YG)=Z and Hx(YG)= 0.

We consider now another group G, a symmetric F<=G, and a morphism

œ:(V,G)^(V,G);
(this means a morphism w. G -> G such that coF<=V). The induced map of schemes
YG2-*■Yl gives a morphism wK: irx(YG7)-> Tr^rg).
Lemma 3. If Vgenerates G, Vgenerates G and hv: V-> 77 is a morphism into a
group 77, then

Obs(hv o w, G) = Obs(«v, G) ° cu„.

Indeed, denoting hf=hY ° oj, p(«f) = Obs(«£, G) we have from the proof of
Lemma 1
p(hy)l = p(hv)(a>l)
for any loop / at 1 in YGZ It remains to pass to homotopy classes.
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4. Chain complexes associated with YG. A chain or cochain complex X of
abelian groups Xn will be called a G-complex if each Xn is a G-module (left module
over the group-ring ZG) and the differential d: Xn^Xn+r
(r=±l)
is a Gmorphism (morphism in the category of G-modules). If X is a chain G-complex
and C is a G-module, then we shall consider the two induced cochain complexes

HomG(A-,C) and Hom(A-, C) = Homz(A-, C)
(for homological concepts see Chapter I of [7]). The first will be called the complex
of equivariant cochains and its cohomology will be denoted by 77e*(A',C). The

cohomology of Hom(A', C) will be denoted by H*(X, C).
For any symmetric Q c G let us consider the scheme rg. Let

<s(rg)= {©„(rg),
du0
he the complex of singular chains of rg [7, 3.2, p. 38]. Then (£„(rg) is the abelian
group freely generated by the ordered («+ l)-tuples
<go, gu - - -, gn>, where g¡ e G and g^g,

e Q for all i,j.

We make each ©n(rg) into a G-module defining the action of g e G on a free
generator by
9<g0,

■ ■ ■, gn>

=

<ggo,

ggl,

■■■, ggn>-

Then ©(rg) becomes a G-complex. The particular complex S(rG)=S(rg) is the
homogeneous ZG resolution of Z and can be used to obtain the cohomology of G;
that is, if C is any G-module, then [3, p. 52]

H\G, C) = He\(£(YG),C).
Let V<=Gbe symmetric. Then K(rg) is a subcomplex of K(rG) and we may consider the quotient complex (£(V)(rG)=(s;(rG)/(s:(r^).
We define now

77"(F, C) = H?MYVG),C),

Hn(G mod V, C) = He\(&v\YG), C).

These will be referred to as the cohomology of V, or G mod V with coefficients
in C. The cohomology of F can be defined for every local group V (not necessarily
enlargeable) such that there is a morphism of F into the automorphism group of C.
To see this, and for the purpose of applying 772(F, C), 772(G mod V, C) and
773(G mod V, C) to local extensions, we need to redefine these groups in terms of
another (the nonhomogeneous) complex.
Let KG={(KG)n, c7}nSo be the chain complex associated with the standard
inhomogeneous ZG-resolution of Z, i.e. (KG)nis, as abelian group, freely generated
by the (« + l)-tuples <g0, gi,..., gn} and G acts on (KG)nby permuting the generators according to the formula
\go,

■ ■ ■, gn> = <ggo, gl,---,

gn>-
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The G-morphism d is given by
an

d{g0,gx, . . .,£„> =

V*-l)

2

OSi<n

(-i)Kg0,---,gigi

+ (-l)n<go,gi,

+l,---,gn>

...,g„-i>.

Then we have an isomorphism of complexes a: &(FG)-> KGdefined on the genera-

tors of en(rG) by
On<.go, gl,

• • •> £n>

=

(go,

go_1gl,

gïXg2,

■ ■ -,gñ-xgn>-

Let KG be the image of OfFo). Then it is easy to check that (KG)n is the free abelian
group with the free generators
(4.2)

{go, gx, ■■-, gn>, where gigi + 1- ■-g, e V for every 0 < / ¿ / ä ft.

We denote by KGy)the quotient complex KG/KG. Then the cohomology of V and
G mod V can be written as

H\V, C) = H^(Kl, C), H"(G mod V, C) = He\(KGv\C).
We adopt the following convention: for any C-valued «-dimensional equivariant
cochain/onTCo we denote by/[g!,...,gn]
the value which/takes on <l,gi,.. .,g„>.
Since (KG)nis free, as G-module over the generators <l,gl5.. .,g„>,/is
uniquely
described by all the elements f[gx, ■■■,gn] e C (gt e G) and these can be chosen
arbitrarily. From this convention and (4.1) follows the coboundary formula
(§/)[#l.

(4.3)

■■■,gn + l] = 3lf[g2,---,gn

+ 2

ISiSn

+ x]

(-1)1/I«i»-»iiÄ+i)

••»f»+il+(-l)B+1/lÄi. ..»«j

(we denote the action of g on C by c -y 9c).
If F is a local group, let us say that an abelian group C is a V-module if we
have a morphism of V into the automorphism group of C. Let us denote by
(AY)n the abelian group freely generated by the «-tuples
(gi, g2, • • -,gn>, where gtgt+1- -g¡ exists in V for all 1 g / á / á «,
and let us call every morphism (of abelian groups) /: (Av)n -> C an «-dimensional
equivariant F-cochain. We define the coboundary 8/ off to be the (« +^-dimensional equivariant F-cochain given by (4.3). It is easy to see from (4.2) that if
F<=G, then the equivariant F-cochains are precisely the equivariant cochains on
KG, and the coboundary operators coincide. Hence, if we redefine H*(V, C) to
be the group of F-cocycles modulo the subgroup of F-coboundaries, we shall get
the same object as defined previously for the case when F<=G. (It is also possible
to obtain H*(V, C) as a derived functor in a suitable category, see [16].)

5. The cohomology of a G-complex. For a G-module A let us denote by Aa the
submodule of G-stable (invariant under the action of G) elements of A. Let
Y—{Y9, d}q-¿odenote a cochain G-complex; then it is easy to see that

Y° = {(Yr,d}qia
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is a subcomplex of Y so that we have a morphism ß*: H*(Ya) -*• 77*(y) induced
by the inclusion Ya<^Y. The cohomology group 77*(F) inherits a G-structure
from Y and it is clear that the image under the above morphism consists of Gstable elements of 77*(F). So finally we have a morphism

ß*: H*(Ya)->(H*(Y))°

induced by Ya^Y. The results of §§10, 11 and 12 are based on the following
Lemma. If Y is acyclic in dimensions 0, 1,...,

(5.1)

«—1 and

77p(G,Y") = Ofar all p >0,q^0

then ßn: Hn(YG) -*■(Hn(Y))a

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let X={Xp,q, d', d"}p¡q¿0be the bicomplex, where
Xp-o = HomG((KG)p, Yq)

and d": Xp-q-^ Xp +1-q, d": xp-q ^ Xp-q+1 are induced by the boundary operator in KG (see previous section) and the coboundary operator in F (see [7, Chapter
I, 2.8, p. 33]). We put Xn= ®v+q=nXp-q and define c7: Xn->Xn+1 by setting
d=d' + d" on each Xp-q. Then {Xn, d}ni0 is a cochain complex; we shall denote

it by Tot X.
We now identify X0,q in the natural way with Yq and observe that c7'=0 on
(Yq)a<^Xo'", so that Ya is a subcomplex of Tot X. The inclusion induces

morphisms

(5.2)

77«(Ya) -> H"(Tot X);

q = 0, 1, 2,....

It is shown in [9, Proposition 4, p. 114] that if (5.1) holds, then (5.2) are isomorphisms. Alternatively this can be proved by taking the spectral sequence
associated to the second filtration of Tot X and observing that it collapses, by
(5.1). (See "Lyndon spectral sequence" in [11, p. 351].)
Let {'£"• "} be the spectral sequence of Tot X associated to the first filtration

([7, 4.8, p. 86]). Then
(5.3)

'EP-q = Hp(G,Hq(Y))

[9, Lemma 2, p. 116]. Since Y is acyclic in dimensions 0, 1,...,

that 'EP-q= 0 for q = 0, l,...,n-l

«—1, it follows

and all/>a0. This implies

'£»•" = '£20,n and '££" = 0 for q = 0, 1,...,

n-1

and all p.

Consequently the natural epimorphism
(5.4)

Z7n(Tot X) -> '£°-n

is in this case an isomorphism.

Combining (5.2), (5.4) and (5.3),
(5.5)

Z7n(FG)-> Z7n(Tot X) -> '£2,-» = '£20>n= 77°(G, 77"(F)) = (77n(F))G,
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Hn(YG) -*■(77n(F))G. We have to check that it is induced

by FGc Y. Take f e (7n)Gc x°-n such that d£=0. It will suffice to show that the
image of £ under (5.5) is the cohomology class {f} e 77n( Y). By the inclusion

FGc:Tot X, i is identified with the cocycle
ieX°-n

= UomG((KG)0, F»)

such that i(go) = £ for all <g0> in (KG)0. Let |° be the equivalence class of £ in
'£?•».

We have

|° g '£?•» = "77"(HomG((7v-G)0,Y)) = HomG((/:G)o, //"(F))

[9, Lemma 1, p. 115]) and |°<g0>={f} e H\Y)
{f} e (Hn(Y))G, whence it follows that
¿o 6 '£o.« = '#o(HomG(^0) H\Y)))

(see

for all <g0> in (/fG)0. Clearly
= 77°(G, //"(F)).

Finally, in the identification H°(G, Hn(Y)) = (Hn(Y))°, the element identified
with |° is the cohomology class {f} e Hn( Y). This completes the proof.
6. Basic isomorphisms. Let us recall that if A, B are two G-modules then
Hom04,77) can be made into a G-module by defining the action of g on

fe Hom(A, B) by
(3f)(a) = 9'x(f(aa)) for each a in A.

Then, if A' is a chain G-complex, C is a G-module, and 7 is the cochain complex
Hom(X, C), we have that F is a G-complex, moreover Ya = HomG(A",C). Applying
this to ^= Kav\ we shall deduce from the previous section the

Lemma1. Let n£2. If'H0(Kg)=Z, and ifn>2, H¿K%)= 0for i= 1, 2,..., «-2,
then the inclusion of cochain complexes KomG(KGv\ C) <=Hom(7vGV),C) induces an
isomorphism
ßn: Hn(G mod V, C) -> (Hn(KGv\ C))G.

Remark. Since KG is isomorphic to S(rG) the assumption of the lemma is equivalent to: V generates G (i.e. 770(rG)=Z) and &(FG)is acyclic in dimensions 1, 2,...,
n —2. In case « = 3 this will certainly be satisfied when G is F-monodrome (see

Lemma 2 of §3, p. 9).
For the proof denote by Y the cochain G-complex Hom(7vGy),C). The result
follows from the previous section provided we show that

(6.1)

(6.2)

77"(G,Hom((7<-GV))Q,
Q) = 0 for all /» > 0 and q £ 0,

#OT,

C) = 0 for i = 0, 1,...,«-1.

We observe that in the exact sequence

(6.3)

El : 0 -+ K%ci^

K^ -y 0,

Ka splits as the direct sum of 7<"G
and another free G-module, thus KGV)is free and
(6.1) follows from known results (see [9, Corollary on p. 116] also [11, Lemma

9.3, p. 350]).
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To prove (6.2) let us first note that H°(KGV\C) = 0 by (KGV\ =(Ka)ol(K%)0= 0.

Now let

(6.4)

->W-

\KG, C) —►77'- \Kl, C)
ii>

H\KGV\ C) —► W(KG, C) —► • • •

be the exact cohomology sequence of El. Since H\KG, C)=0, H\KGV\ C) = 0

will follow provided we show that Z7°(Z¡:G,
C)^H°(Kl,

C), induced by K^KG

is an isomorphism. Since (KG)0= (KG)0, it is enough to verify that every boundary
in (KG)ois a boundary in (7\G)0. But if this were not so, KG<=^KG
would induce an
epimorphism Z = H0(KG)^ H0(KG)=Z with nontrivial kernel, a contradiction.
ThusH1(KGv\C) = 0.
For 2 ^ i ¿ « - 1, the exact cohomology sequence gives 77i(À#r), C) ~ Z7*" ^ZCg,C),
so we should show that for those i, Z7i_1(7i'G,C) = 0. This follows from the universal coefficient theorem

(6.5) 0 —►ExtH-ff,-2(/a), C) —> Hl- W, C) -j* Hom(Z7i_^A?),C) —►0
since the second and fourth terms vanish, for we have by assumption Hi-2(KG)=Z
or 0 and 77¡_x(Kq) = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Since KG is acyclic, it follows that dE in (6.4) is for í> 1 an isomorphism. It is
easy to check that dE is a G-morphism, hence we have for i > 1 an isomorphism

a;1: (H'(Kav\Çff-+{fi-\Ki,

C))a.

Also y in (6.5) is readily seen to be a G-morphism, so we have a morphism

y: i&'Hfí,

C))G^Homa(Hi-x(KZ), C).

Lemma2. Letn^2. IfHo(Kl)=Z,andifn>2,Hi(Kl) = 0fari=l,2,.

. .,«-2,

then the composite

k: Hn(G mod V, C) ^

°*\ HomG(77n_1(7vG'),C)

is an isomorphism.

The only thing to check is that y is an isomorphism. But this follows from (6.5)

taken with /=«.
We shall need an invariance property of k under "change of groups". Suppose
ai : G -> G is a morphism of groups, then every G-module B becomes a G-module

by
¡b = a(g)bfor every beB,geG.
Now let A be a G-module, let B be a G-module and let A —>■
5 be a G-morphism.
Then, for every abelian group C we have the induced morphism Hom(Zi, C)
-*■Hom(y4, C). It is not difficult to check that if C is a G-module, then the image of
HomG(Z?,C) is contained in HomG(^, C).
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Let a morphism w. (V, G) -y (V, G) be given. Then we have a G-morphism of
exact sequences £G~ -> EG (see (6.3)) given on KGby
(¿0, El,--;

gn> -*" ("go,

">gx, ---,

"gn>-

In particular KGVS)
-> /CG,',induces for any abelian group C a morphism of cochain complexes Hom(7vGV),
C) -y Hom(KGXC\C). If C is a G-module then, by our
previous remark, the subcomplex HomG(7vGV),
C) is mapped into HomG(KGZC\C).
We have therefore the induced morphisms

co*: H*(KGV\C) -y H*(KgC>,C),

u»e*q:
H*(G mod V, C) -* H*(G mod V,C).

co: (V, G)-y(V, G) also gives a G-morphism
induces

co*: Hom(//,(^),
Lemma 3. //«^2,

co*: Ht(K^)

C)-> Hom(tf,(tf£),

-y H^(K^) which

C).

r«e« £„_! o K= k o co"q.

The proof follows from the commutativity

77"(Gmod V, C) -^-> H\KGV),C) ^^

of the diagram

Hn~\KS, C) -U- Hom(Hn^x(Kl), C)

H»(G mod V, C) -Z-+ Hn(KGXC\
C) -=-►//"" W~, C) —> Flom(Hn.x(Kl2),C)
which is checked on each square separately. It suffices to recall that the image of
HomG(/7n_1(7<'G'), C) under

ô>n_x is in HomG(Hn^x(K^),

C).

1. Multiplicators and abstract kernels. Let A(N), I(N) denote the group of
automorphisms and the subgroup of inner automorphisms of TV, let further
i(n) : TV-*■TVbe the inner automorphism x -*■nxn ~1.
Let F be a local group and let TVbe a group. If we have a map a: F-> A(N)
(not necessarily a morphism) and a function « assigning to every gx, g2 e V, such
that gxg2 exists, an element h(gx, g2) of TV,then we shall call the pair <a, «> a

premultiplicator from V to TVif «(1, 1)= 1 and
(7.1)

cc(gx)a(g2)

= t(h(gx, g2))a(gxg2)

holds whenever gx, g2, gxg2 e V.
Let us call a morphism 0: V^y A(N)/I(N) an abstract kernel and denote it
shortly by < V, TV,0>. Given a premultiplicator {a, «> from F to TVand an abstract

kernel < V, TV,0> we shall call <a, «> a premultiplicator of{ V, TV,0>, and < V, TV,0>
the kernel of {a, «> if a factorizes < V, TV,0>, that is when

(7.2)

0: V-^-yA(N)—y A(N)/I(N),

where the last map is the quotient-morphism.
Clearly the abstract kernel of a
premultiplicator <<x,«> is defined by (7.2). A premultiplicator of an abstract
kernel is obtained by choosing a such that (7.2) holds and then « satisfying (7.1).
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Let <o£,«> be a premultiplicator from V to N, let <F, N, 0> be the abstract
kernel of <a, «>, and let C be the centre of N. Then C is a F-module by

0: V^A(N)II(N)-^A(C).
(Though C is abelian, we shall write it multiplicatively, denoting the action of V
by vc.) For any gx, g2, g3 in V such that gxg2, g2g3, gxg2gs exist, let us denote
/«. h[gu gi, ga] =a(9l)Kg2,

gz)h(gx, g2ga)(h(gxg2,

ga^'KKgi,

g2))~1-

Lemma 1. fa¡h is a C-valued equivariant ^-dimensional V-cocycle. Moreover, if
<a, «>, <<*',«'> are premultiplicator s of the same abstract kernel, then fa.Áfa'.n1)'1
is a V-coboundary.

This is well known if F is a group and the proof in [3, Lemma 7.2, p. 332] goes
through for a local group. Given an abstract kernel < V, N, 0>, we have from the
second part of the lemma that the cohomology class {/„_,J does not depend on
the premultiplicator associated to it. We define

Obs(V,N, 0> ={/..„} 6 773(V,C)
and we call {/,, „} the obstruction of the abstract kernel < V, N, 0> (cf. Lemma 2

below).
A premultiplicator <a, «> will be called a multiplicator if fa,h=l
Given a multiplicator <a, «> from V to 7Y,we define a local.extension

identically.

2: 1 —>N <=U—►
V—> 1
o
as follows. We set U=Nx

V and define the product in U by

<«i, £i><«2,

#2>

=

<«i a{9l)n2h(gx,

g2), gxg2>,

so that the product exists iff gx g2 exists. Then the map U ->¿ V given by <j>(n,g}=g
is a strong epimorphism with kernel Ax 1. Moreover, by «(1, 1)= 1, A^x 1 is iso-

morphic to N; identifying it with N we get 2.
If £ is a local extension, let us call a map </>:V —»•U a ^-selector if </>(l)=1 and
<f>(^(g))=gfor all g in V. Let us denote by iN: U-*■A(N) the morphism which
assigns to u e U the automorphism « -> w««_1 of TV.Having chosen a ^-selector i/>
we put

(7.3)

a: V—► U—>A(N)

and observe that if gx, g2 e V are such that gxg2 exists, then there is an h(gx, g2)

in TVsatisfying

(7.4)

KgiMga) = Kgu g2)<P(gig2)-

The pair <a, «> obtained in this way is a multiplicator ((7.1) follows from (7.4) by
applying iN and/a>h=l is obtained by evaluating >p(gx)ili(g2),lJ(gz)
with the aid of
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(7.4)). We call <«, «> the multiplicator defined by 2 and >p,or simply a multiplicator

of 2. We observe that
(a) if (a, «> is defined by £ and >p,then <a, «> defines an extension isomorphic
to £, the isomorphism being <«, g> -> n<p(g) on TVx F and identity on V,
(b) if <a, «> defines £, then <<*,«> is defined by £ and the ^-selector </>(g)= <l, g}.
Given an extension £ as above, we choose a ^-selector \j/: V-> U and set

0: V—+ U—>A(N)^A(N)¡I(N).
*

'n

It is easily checked that 0 does not depend on the choice of ip and that 0 is a
morphism, so we have an abstract kernel <F, TV,0>. We shall call it the abstract

kernel of 2. If <«, «> is a multiplicator of £, then it follows by (7.3) and (7.2) that
<a, «> and fl have the same abstract kernel.
Lemma 2. There exists an extension 2 whose kernel is < V, TV,0> if and only if

Obs<F, TV,0>=O.
Although the proof is nearly the same as the one for groups [3, Theorem 8.1,
p. 333] we carry it through because we use nonnormalized cochains.
The condition is clearly necessary; the abstract kernel of an extension is the
kernel of a multiplicator, so its obstruction must vanish.
Now suppose Obs<F, TV,0>=O, and let <a, «> be a premultiplicator
of
<F, TV,0>. Then the cohomology class {/,,„} e H3(V, C) vanishes, i.e. we have a
F-cochain c of dimension 2 such that/,, h = 8c. Let s be a 1-dimensional F-cochain
such that (c[l, l])_1 = (Ss)[l, 1], such a cochain s does always exist by S(s)[l, l]=s[l]
(see (4.3)). Consider the cochain c' = (8s)c. Then fa,h = 8c' and c'[l, 1]=1. It
follows that if we put «' = (c')~1-h, then fah. = (8c')~1 fa_h= I, so that <a, «') is a
multiplicator. Let £ be the extension defined by <a, «'>. Then <a, «'> is a multiplicator of £ (by (b) above), and hence the kernel of 2 coincides with the kernel of
<a, «'>, i.e. with <F, N, 0>. This completes the proof.
Let G be a group containing V. If <«, «> is a premultiplicator from G to TV,we
shall denote by <a, «>| V its restriction to V, i.e. (a, «>| F=<a| V, «7> where
hv(gi, g2) = Kgi, gz)

if gu g2, gig2tV

and is not defined otherwise. A premultiplicator from F to TVwhich is the restriction of a premultiplicator from G to TVwill be called enlargeable over G.
The following lemma collects various auxiliary results which will be needed

later.

Lemma 3. Suppose that
(i) £ : 1 ->■N <=■
U -^ F -> 1 is a local extension,
(ii) G is a group containing V,
(iii) <a, «> is a premultiplicator

from G to TVsuch that <a, «>| F is a multiplicator

of 2,
(iv) <G, TV,0> is the abstract kernel of {a, «>,
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<G, TV,0> i.e.

0 : G -^-> A(N) —> A(N)/I(N).

Then there exists a premultiplicator {a, «'> from G to TVsuch that
(j)

ja',

h' = ja,

h,

(jj) W, h'}\ F is a multiplicator o/£.
If it is further to (i),..., (v) assumed that {a, «> is a multiplicator of some global
extension &, then the above {a, «'> is also a multiplicator of ©. And if moreover
a = a' on V, then {a, «>| V and {a, h'}\ V both are defined by fl and the same <j>selector.

Proof. It follows from (7.5) that for each g e G we can find some k(g) e TVsuch
that a'(g)= i(k(g))a(g). If we have a' = a on V, then let us choose k=l on V. We

choose k(l)=l.

We put
«'(gi,g2)

= k(gx)«°¿k(g2)h(gx,g2)k-1(gxg2).

We assert that {a, «'> is the required premultiplicator from G to TV.The premultiplicator property is easily checked and the equality fa,h=fa',w follows by a
somewhat lengthy computation (see [3, proof of Lemma 7.3; p. 332]). Moreover,
if {a, «>| V (or {a, «» is a multiplicator defined by £ (or by a global extension ©)
and >fi,then <<*',h")\ V (or <«', «'» is the multiplicator defined by £ (or ©) and ip',
where ^'(g)=k(g)</i(g) for all g in F (or in G). If a = a on V, then clearly <I>
= i/j'
on V.

8. The obstruction of <G, TV,0> over £. Let £: 1 -y TV<=
U-y^ V^ 1 be a
local extension such that V is contained in a group G. We denote by < V, TV,0V>
the kernel of £ and by C the centre of TV.Then every abstract kernel <G, TV,0>
which is an enlargement of (V, N, 0V> (i.e. such that 0|F=0V)
induces a Gmodule structure on C and we can consider the corresponding group

773(G mod V, C).
Theorem. For every extension £ as above and every enlargement {G, TV,0> of
the kernel of ä, there exists an element

Obse<G, TV,0> e 7/3(G mod V, C)
which vanishes if and only if (G, TV,0> is the kernel of some global enlargement @
of 2. If C is an arbitrary G-module and V is a symmetric subset of G then for each
a e H3 (G mod V, C) there exists an extension £ over V such that C= centre TV,
and whose abstract kernel is enlargeable to a kernel {G, TV,0>/or which

a = Obss<G, TV,0>.
Proof. Since the abstract kernel of £ is enlargeable to <G, TV,0>, every multiplicator of £ is enlargeable to a premultiplicator of <G, TV,0>. Let us call a premultiplicator {a, «> of <G, TV,0> admissible if {a, «>| V is a multiplicator of £.
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If <<*,«> is admissible, then/œ>h|(7i"c)2 = 1, so/,, h can be regarded as equivariant
cocycle on KGV\Let us show that its cohomology class {/„, h} in 773(G mod V, C)
does not depend on the choice of <a, «>. For this purpose it will be enough to
prove the assertions
I. If <ot,«>, <a, «'> are admissible, then there exists an equivariant cochain c
on K(GV)
such that
fi.hifa.h)'1
II. If <a, «>, <a', «"> are admissible,
satisfying/,,

= 8C.
then there exists an admissible

<a', «'>

h=fa-,h-.

Proof of I. Let t/<, i/i' denote the ^-selectors which define the multiplicators
<a, «>| F, <a, h'}\ V. Then a| F= iN ° \p= iN o ¡/i' whence there is for each g in F an
element s[g] in C satisfying >p'(g)= s[g]ip(g). It is now easy to check that if gx,
ga, giga 6 F, then

A'ÍSi.Sa) = i^il^'Mftli-^^i^MfLft)

= &[*i, Sa] h(gx,g2)-

Let us now enlarge s: F-> C arbitrarily to a map s: G^ C which we shall
regard as an equivariant cochain on (KG)x. Let us further define
(8.1)

h"(gl,g2)

= 8s[gx,g2]h(gx,g2)

for all gx, g2 in G. Then <<*,«"> is admissible because <o¡,«">| F=<a, «'>| V. Moreover, with the aid of (8.1) we obtain/,, h„= 8(8s)-fa¡l¡ =fa¡h- It will suffice to prove
now that/„,,,.(/«, h»)-1 is a coboundary.
From the premultiplicator property (7.1), applied to <«,«'> and <a, «">, it
follows that for every gx, g2eG there exists an c[gx, g2] e C such that
(8.2)

h'(gx, g2) = c[gx, g2]h"(gx, g2),

and as h'(gx, g2) = h"(gx, g2) when gx, g2, gxg2 e V, c is an equivariant cochain on
KGV\ (8.2) implies /,,,, = 8c •/,,,..
Proof of II. The required <a', «'> is given by Lemma 3 of §7, p. 304.
Definition. Obsfi<G, TV,0> = {/,, h} e H3(G mod F, C).
Suppose there exists an enlargement © of £ with kernel <G, TV,0>. Then we
can choose for the admissible <a, «> any multiplicator of © so that /,, ft= 1 and

Obs£<G,TV,0>=O.
Assume Obss<G, TV,0> = O. Taking any admissible <<*,«>, we have/,, ft= Sc for
some C-valued cochain c on Zvc which satisfies c[gx,g2]=l
whenever gi,g2,
^1^2 e F. Let us define h' = c~1h. Then <a, «'> is again admissible, moreover
/a, /i' = (Sc)-1/,, „= 1. Hence <a, A'> is a multiplicator and it defines a global extension ©. Since <a, h")\V defines an extension isomorphic to 2 (see (a) in §7,
p. 304), @ is an enlargement of 2. Since <«, «'> is a multiplicator of @ (see (b) in
§7), the kernel of @ coincides with the kernel of {a, «'>, that is with <G, TV,0>.
This proves the first part of the theorem.
Suppose now that C is an arbitrary G-module and that ae H3 (G mod V, C)
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is given. To find £ and <G, TV,0>, assume that a is represented by a cocycle /on
(KG)3satisfying f\(KG)3 =1. It is shown in [3, Lemma 9.1, p. 334] that the cohomology class of/in 7/e3q(/vG,
C) =H3(G, C) is the obstruction of some abstract
kernel <G, TV,0> (in the sense of Lemma 2 in §7, p. 304). More precisely, the proof
of [3] yields for every G-module C and for every C-valued equivariant cocycle /
on (7vG)3,a group TVwhose centre is C and a premultiplicator {a, «> from G to TV
which induces on C the proper operators and satisfies /a> „ =/. Since in our case
fa. h\(KG)3= 1, <a, «>|F is a multiplicator from F to TVand therefore defines a
local extension £. If <G, TV,0> is the kernel of <a, «>, then <G, TV,0> is an enlargement of the kernel of <a, «>|F, i.e. of the kernel of £. It is obvious that

{a, «> is admissible for £ and <G, TV,0>, whence Obss<G, TV,0> = {/a,h}={/}=<?.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Let us show that Obss<G, TV,0> behaves contravariantly under morphisms of
extensions. More precisely, let V, V be local groups contained in the groups

G, G; let co: (V, G) -> (V, G) be a morphism and let

S~; 1 ->TVc

£: 1

^TVc

Û-►

(7-

V-y

H> V-

I

+ 1

be a morphism of two local extensions £~, £. The above'diagram implies that, if
we choose a (¿-selector «A,then there exists a ^-selector ^ satisfying

(8.3)

Let {V, TV,0y> be the abstract kernel of £. We assert that {V, TV,@v ° co> is the

kernel of £~. Indeed, this follows from the equality

(8.4)

= V-

U-

A(N)

Û-

U—^^(TV)

U-

A(N)

which is a consequence of (8.3). Now let <G, TV,0> be an enlargement of the
kernel of £ and let C (the centre of TV)have the induced G-structure. It follows
that <G, TV,0 o co> is an enlargement of the kernel of £^, and Obssr<G, TV,0 ° co>
e 773(Gmod V, C), where the G-structure of C is induced by <G, TV,0 o co>,
hence is derived from the G-structure by the change of groups co: G -y G (see

§6, p. 301). As in §6, co: (V, G) -y (V, G) induces
co3q:7/3(G mod V, C) -* H3(G mod V, C).
Lemma. Obse-<G, TV,0 o co> = co3q(Obss<G,TV,0».
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Proof. Let <a, «> be a premultiplicator from G to TVwhich is admissible for £,
(G, N, 0>. Suppose the restriction <a, «>|F is the multiplicator defined by a
«¿-selector </>;we denote by ^ a «¿-selector satisfying (8.3). Let us prove that
<a o co, « o (oj x co)> is admissible

for £~, <G, TV, 0 o co>. That this is a premultipli-

cator for <G, TV,0 o co> follows from

0 o co: Ô -^y G —> A(N) —> A(N)/I(N).
We assert that <« o œ, h ° (cox co)>| V is the multiplicator defined by £~ and >¡>.
Indeed, a o co| V=lN ° <jiby (8.4). Moreover, if for given g1; g2, gjg2 e K, £(gj, g2)
denotes the element of TVwhich satisfies
<Kgl)<¡>(g2)= Kgl, g2)>}>(glg2)

then, by application of p. and using (8.3),
<K™gl)<K<»g2)
= Kgl, g2>K<»(glg2))Since the same equation is satisfied by h(ojgx, cog2) at place of h(gx, g2), we have
h=h o (cox co). Clearly
fct.u, h.toxœAgl, g* g3] = fa.hWgl,

so that the cocycle /¡oM>n.(ax<0) is obtained

Ug2, COg3],

from /a> h by superposition

with the

map of chain complexes KGXC-y KGV}induced by co: (V, (?)->-(F, G), (see §6,

p. 302). Hence

ObssKG, TV,0 o co>= {/,.„. ».(.„.,»} = <oW«.h) = < Obss{G, TV,0>.
9. The difference classes da(Qi0,@i), «/(So, Si).

Let S : 1 -* TVc £/ -h^ F-»> 1 be

a local extension which is enlargeable over G. Then its local kernel is enlargeable,
say to <G, TV,0>. We endow the centre C of TVwith the G-structure induced by

<G, TV,0>.
Lemma 1. To any two enlargements @¡: 1 -> N<^Ht-y0i G^ 1 (i'=0, 1) o/ S
w«i'c« «aue r«e kernel {G, TV,0> corresponds an element da(&0, ©i) o/

772(Gmod F, C)
such that
(i) ds(&x, @2)-4(@o, @2) + i/8(@o, ©i) = 0,
(ii) i/i<(@o,@i) = 0 iff&o and &x are isomorphic over £,
(iii) for every enlargement
©0 with kernel {G, TV,0> and every d e
H2(G mod V, C), there exists an enlargement (&xsuch that ds(®0, ®x)—d.
Combining the above properties (i), (ii), (iii) and using the theorem of §8,

p. 305 we derive the following
Corollary
1. If Obsg<G, TV,0>=O', then the isomorphism classes over S of
enlargements of 2 with abstract kernel {G, TV,0> can be put in I : I correspondence

with the elements of H2(G mod V, C).
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Corollary
2. If 2 is enlargeable over G and V generates G, then the isomorphism
classes over 2 of enlargements over G of 2 can be put in I : I correspondence with

the elements of Hom^ZZ^Fo), C).
Indeed, if V generates G, the abstract kernel of £ has a unique enlargement over
G, so that the G-structure of C is well determined. The conclusion follows now

from Lemma 2 in §6 (p. 301), Corollary 1 above, and the theorem in §8 (p. 305). If
TG is acyclic in dimension 1 (and this is always the case when G is F-monodrome,
by Lemma 2, §3, p. 296), then all enlargements over G of £ are isomorphic.
To define ds¡(Qá0,@i), let us call a triple <a, «0, «x> admissible if <a, «¡> are
multiplicators of ®¡ such that <a, «¡>| V, (which then are multiplicators of £),
are defined by the same ^-selector ip: F-> U. The existence is derived from
Lemma 3 in §7, p. 304. Indeed we always can choose ^¡-selectors ip¡such that </>0
= "Ai
on V, these will define multiplicators <a¡, «,> such that <a¡, «¡>| V are given by the
same ^-selector. Then a0 = c¡i on V. Also, <a¡, h¡) have the same kernel, hence a0
factorizes the kernel of <c*i,«i>. It follows from Lemma 3, §7 that there is another
multiplicator <a0, «i> for ©x with the property that («i, «i>|F, <cx0,«i>|F are
defined by the same ^-selector. Thus <a0, «0>|F, <a0, «i>|F are defined by the

same ^-selector.
If <a, «o, «i> is admissible and fa denotes the ^¡-selector defining <a, «¡>, then we
have
Hgi)>Pi(ga) = ht(gx, g2)<Pi(giga)for all gx, g2 e G,
and a = iN o </r¡.These equalities imply the existence of an equivariant

C-valued

cochain ca¡ho¡hl on (KG)2 such that
hx(gi, g2) = ca,ho,hl[gx,

g2]h0(gx, ga) for all glf g2 e G.

Since ca,Ä0,ftl|(7vG/)2=l, we can regard ca¡H¡hl as a cochain on KGV).
Putting

«i = ca,ho,ftl«o

in fa%hl, we obtain

/,,hi

= Sca,Kho•/,,ho

and

since

fa, h, = F it follows that ca, „0, hl is a cocycle. Its cohomology class does not depend
on the admissible triple <a, «0, «i>. To show this, it is enough to verify that
I. If <a, fl0, «i>, <<x,h'o, «i> are admissible, then there exists an equivariant
cochain c on KGV)such that
ca,h'0,h.i(ca,h0.h1)

=

°C.

II. If <o£,«0, «j) and <a', h'ó, «'{> are admissible, then there exists an admissible
<a', h'o, h'x) such that
C-ff, fto.fti

ûr', ft(j, h'x-

Proof of I. Let ip¡ he the ^¡-selectors defining <a, «¡>, and let ip[ be similarly
defined for (a, «¡>. We have a = iN o ^¡ = lN o \p'uwhence there is a C-valued cochain
Ci on (7\G)i such that $ = Cj-0¡. This implies by easy computation that «í = Sc¡-«¡.

Hence
^.fti.hi

= h'x(h'oYl = 8c1-8cô1hx-hô1

= 8(c1c0-1)ca,hoihl.
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We define c = cxc0~1.Then c=l on V since 4¡o= 4íx and </>ó
= <Aíon F, and we can
regard c as a cochain on KGy).This proves I.

Remark. We deduce from the above proof that if <a, «0, hx) is admissible and
c is an arbitrary C-valued cochain on (KGV))X,
then there exists an admissible
{a, h'o, h'J) satisfying the equality in I. Indeed, if «¿(are the «¿¡-selectors defining
<<*,«¡>, then let us set c0 = 1, cx = c and #=cii¿(. Then the «¿(-selectors <¿¡define an
admissible triple {a, h'0, «i> and it follows as in the preceding proof that
ca,h,0,h'l(ca,h0,hl)

=

°C.

Proof of II. Since a factorizes the kernel of {a, hi), we can apply
§7, p. 304, to find a multiplicator <<x',«i> for ©,. It follows from the
lemma that {a, «¡> is defined by tfi'i= ktfii where k depends only on
fore «¿o= 0í on V and {a, h'o, «í> is admissible. Looking again at

Lemma 3 of
proof of the
a, a'. Therethe proof of

Lemma 3 in §7 we find that
(9.1)

h'i(gx, g2) = k(gx) a^k(g2)hi(gx,

g2)A:-1(gig2).

Since hxhö1 = ca- ho, hl, «i(«0)_1 = <V, n-0,^ are in the centre of TV,equations

(9.1)

imply that they are equal.
We define now
¿s(@o, @i) = {ca. n0, „J e //2(G mod V, C).
Property (i) is easily established by considering three multiplicators {a, «¡> whose
restrictions to V are defined by the same «¿-selector «¿. To show (ii) note that if
©o, @i are isomorphic over S, then they have a common multiplicator <a, «>
(we have to choose «¿(-selectors which commute with the isomorphism). Hence
da(®o, @i) = {ca. h, »i}= 0. Conversely, if </s(@>0,
©i) = 0 then, by the remark after
the proof of I, we can assume that ca¡ ho,hl = l holds for some admissible {a, h0, hj).
That is, ©o>@i have a common multiplicator defined by «¿¡-selectorswhich coincide
on V, and hence ©0, &x must be isomorphic over S (see (a) in §7, p. 304).
To prove (iii) we take a <¿0-selector i¿0, denote by {a, «0> the corresponding
multiplicator and denote by c a cocycle on KG representing the given element

d 6 H2(G mod V, C). We define
(9.2)

hx(gx, g2) = c[gx, g2]«o(gi, g2) for all gx, g2 in G.

Then (a.,hj) is again a multiplicator since «Jl, 1]=1 by c|(7<rG)2=l and
fa,hí =8c-fa¡n=l.
Let ©! be the corresponding extension. The elements of Hx are
pairs {n,g) (neN, geG),
and the equality hx(gx, g2) = «0(gi,g2) for gx, g2,
gig2 G F implies that the map U -y Hx given by «<¿0(g)~> (n, g> is an isomorphism
of U onto TVx Ft=771. We use it to identify U with TVx F. Then &x becomes an
enlargement of S. Moreover the ^-selector <¿i(g)= <l, g> defines the multiplicator
(a, «j) and <¿i|F=i¿0|F under the identification. Hence {a, h0, hx) is admissible
and (9.2) shows that <7s(©0,@>x)
= {c}= d. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Let < V, TV,0> be an abstract kernel and let C=centre of TVbe endowed with the

F-module structure induced by <F, TV,0>.
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Lemma 2. To any two local extensions £¡: 1 -> TVc JJi -^ F^-1, (i'=0, 1),
w«/c« «are the kernel <F, A, 0> corresponds an element d(20, fli) e H2(V, C) such

that
(i) aX£i, £2) - d(20, fia) + c7(£0,2x)=0,
(ii) c7(fi0,£^ = 0 iff there exists an isomorphism between £0, £i which on N is the

identity,
(iii) for every extension 20 with kernel <F, N, 0> and for every de H2(V, C),
there exists an extension £i such that d(20, £i) = c7.

Corollary.
7/Obs<F, TV,0>=O, then the isomorphism classes of extensions
with kernel <F, N, 0> can be put in I : I correspondence with the elements of
H2(V,C).

This follows by applying Lemma 2 of §7, p. 304. The above Lemma 2 is a special
case of the preceding Lemma 1, obtained by substituting F and 1 for G and V
respectively. An inspection of the proof shows that we had no need to assume that
G is a group, a local group would have done as well. All steps of the proof remain
valid after this substitition except the part of the proof of (iii) which uses the fact
that a cochain c on (KGV))2
satisfies c[l, 1] = 1. This is not true for a 2-dimensional
F-cochain, but we can always alter a F-cochain by a F-coboundary, so as to
achieve the equality (see proof of Lemma 2 in §7, p. 304).
Let us establish now a connection between obstructions and difference classes of
extensions. Let

8,: 1 —>N c u.—> V—> 1, i = 0, 1,
éi
where V is contained in a group G. We assume that the kernel of £¡ is enlargeable
to some abstract kernel <G, TV,0> and we take C with the G-structure induced

by the latter. Let
df: H2(V, C) -> 773(Gmod V, C)
be the connecting homomorphism
sequence £=£G (see §6, p. 300).

in the exact cohomology sequence of the exact

Lemma 3. df(d(20, fi!)) = ObsSl<G, TV,0>-ObsSo<G, TV,0>.
Proof. Let <<*,«> be a premultiplicator of <G, TV,0>. Then a factorizes <G, TV,0>
and hence by Lemma 3 of §7 (p. 304), we have for ¡ = 0, 1 an <a, «¡> admissible for
£j, <G, TV,0> in the sense of §8, and such that ¿(fio, Si) is represented by the equivariant cocycle ca>ftoiftl on (KG)2 satisfying
hx(gug2)

= ca,ho,hl[gx,g2]h0(gx,g2)v/hene\ergx,g2,gxg2e

Let us define a cocycle ca_ho¡hl on (KG)2 by
Ca.ha,hx[guga]

= cCCiho¡hl[gx,g2]ifgx,g2,gig2eV,

= 1 if otherwise.

V.
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Let us further define
h(gu ga) = h(gx, g2) ifgx, ga, gig2 6 F,

= h(gu ga) if otherwise.

Clearly <<*,«",>is admissible for £¡, <G, TV,0>. Moreover h~t= ca^ho-hi h0. This
implies /,,ftl =8ca¡ho¡hl -fa,h0, and the result follows by passing to cohomology
classes.

10. The enlargeability of extensions. Let fi: 1 -*>TVcf/-^, K-> 1 be a local
extension and let G be a group containing V. We assume in this section that G is
generated by V. If there exists an enlargement @ of £ over G, then it is clear that the
abstract kernel of £ is enlargeable over G. Thus, trying to enlarge £ over G, we
may try first to enlarge the kernel < V, TV,0V> of £ to an abstract kernel <G, TV,0> ;
the latter, if it exists, will be unique since V generates G. As we have shown in

Lemma 1 of §3 (p. 295), this can be done iff Obs(0v, G) vanishes. We define

ObSiifi, G) = Obs(07, G): w^T® -* A(N)/I(N)
calling this the first obstruction of 2 over G.
Suppose that Obsi(S, G) vanishes, denote by <G, TV,0> the unique enlargement
of the kernel of £, and consider C ( = centre of TV) with the induced G-module

structure. We define

Obs2(fi, G) = Obss<G, N, 0> e 773(Gmod V, C)
calling this the second obstruction of 2 over G. From the theorem in §8 it follows
now that S is enlargeable over G iff Obs2(£, G) = 0. There may be many nonisomorphic enlargements and their isomorphism classes over £ can be put in
1 : 1 correspondence with the elements of HomG(Hx(YG), C) (Corollary 2 in §9,

p. 309).
Theorem. Let w. (V, G) -> (V, G) be a morphism, where the groups G, G are
generated by V, V; let 2~ -> £ be a morphism of extensions

2~ : 1->N

<=Û-^—> V->l

(10.1)
V

£ : 1->N

<=■
U-►

Y

V->1,

let cue3q:
773 (G mod V, C) -+ H3 (G mod V, C) be the morphism defined in §6,
p. 302 a«o*let a>n:7ri(rG") -*■^(Fg) be the morphism defined in §3, p. 296. 7«e«

Obsi(£"% G) = Obsi(£, G) ° wx,
and if ObSi(£^, G) vanishes, then

Obs2(£~, G) = a4(Obs2(fi, G)).
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Proof. The statement about Obs! follows from the observation made in §8
that {V, TV,0 o co>is the kernel of S" (see (8.4), p. 307) and from Lemma 3 in §3,
p. 296. The part about Obs2 is a consequence of the lemma in §8, p. 307.
In the following four corollaries we identify 77,(rG) with Ht(KG) by using the
canonical isomorphism between these groups resulting from the isomorphism of

chain complexes a: S(rG) -y KG (see §4, p. 297).
Corollary
1. Supposing, in addition to the assumptions of the theorem, that
(i) Obsx(S^, G) vanishes, (e.g. when G is V-monodrome),
(ii) Hx(FGX)= 0 (e.g. when G is V-monodrome, Lemma 2 o/§3),
(iii) co2: 7/2(rG:) -y H2(FG) is trivial (see §6, p. 302),
we have that S^ is enlargeable over G and the enlargement is unique.
Proof. The uniqueness follows from (ii) by Corollary 2 to the lemma in §9,
p. 309. The existence of an enlargement will be a consequence of the above theorem
provided we show to3q=0. To show this we use Lemma 3 in §6 (p. 302), by which
k ° "l<i=^>2 ° K, and since d»2= 0 by (iii) above, and k is an isomorphism by Lemma
2 in §6 (p. 301), we finally have co3q=0.
Suppose we have a morphism of extensions S~->-S (10.1) in which p and co
are inclusions. Then Û=<j>'1V and the local group structure of Û is determined
by t7<=U, so S~ is completely defined by S and the symmetric subset F<= V. We
shall call £,~ the subextension of S over V and we shall say that S is enlargeable
over G from V if S^ is enlargeable over G. Combining the above theorem and
Corollary 1, we obtain
Corollary
2. Let w. (V, G) -y(V, G) be a morphism, where G, G are groups
generated by V, V; F<= F and co| V is the inclusion. Assume further that
(i)

co,,: Tr^r^)

-y -rrfFs) is trivial,

(ii) 7/1(rG:)=o,
(iii) co2: 7/2(rG:) -y H2(FVG)is trivial.

Then every local extension over V is enlargeable over G from V.

A partial converse is given by the following
Corollary
3. Let co: (V, G) -> (V, G) be as in Corollary 2. Assume further that
(i) Hx(FvG)= 0,
(ii) co2: 772(rG^) -*■H2(FVG)is nontrivial.
Then there exists a local extension S over V which is not enlargeable over G from V.

Proof. Consider for « = 3 the isomorphism k given in Lemma 2 of §6 (p. 301),
where C is the G-module H2(KGr).Let a be that element of H3 (G mod V, H2(K%))
whose image under k
m:H2(Kva)^H2(KvG)

is the identity map. By the theorem in §8, p. 305, there exists an extension S over
V such that 772(/<_G)
= centre TVand whose abstract kernel is enlargeable to a

kernel <G,TV,0> for which a = Obss<G,TV,0>, i.e. a = Obs2(S,G). Let ST be the

s. swierczkowski
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sub-extension over F, then we have (10.1) with inclusions p., a>, and by the above

theorem it will suffice to show that cu3Qa
^ 0. But by Lemma 3 of §6 (p. 302)
k(w3qa) = w2(Ka) = <o2(id) = co2 ,¿ 0,

which completes the proof.
Putting together the two preceding corollaries, we obtain

Corollary

4. If w. (V,G)^(V,G)

is as in Corollary 2 and

(i) Wj,: TTi(rG^) -> ttx(Yg) is trivial,

(ii) 77i(rG) = 77i(rG:)=o,
then every local extension over V is enlargeable over G from

V if and only if

o>2: ZZ2(rG:) -> H2(YVG)is trivial.

This result has been established by P. A. Smith who took instead of (i), (ii) the
somewhat stronger assumption that G and G are J? and F-monodrome (see [14,
(50.7), p. 423]). Let us note that if G is F-monodrome, then enlargeability from V
over G is equivalent to just enlargeability from V (see § 2, p. 294).
We conclude this section by discussing the enlargeability of a local extension S
in which TVis abelian. We shall show that in this case it may be possible to replace
the second obstruction of £ over G by a 2-dimensional cohomology class.
Suppose that G is a group containing V and generated by F such that the kernel
of £ is enlargeable over G, say to <G, TV,0>. We have C=N which shows that
there exists a multiplicator <a, 1> for <G, TV,0>. Let ©0 be the global extension
defined by <a, 1> and let £0 be the subextension of ©0 over V. The kernel of ©0

being <G, TV,0> (by (b) in §7, p. 304), it is clear that £0, fi have the same kernel.
Hence c7(fi,£0) is defined. We denote by ß2: H2(V, N) -» H\Kl, TV)the morphism induced by HomG(7CG,N)<=Hom(KG, TV)where the G-structure of TVis given

by a: G-+A(N).
Lemma. If further

to the above assumptions, Hx(YG)=0, then 2 is enlargeable

over G iff the element
ß2(d(2, So)) e H2(KVG,TV)

i;a«i's«es.
Proof. Since £0 is enlargeable to ©0, the theorem in §8 (p. 305) implies

ObsSo<G,TV,0> = 0.
Thus, by Lemma 3 of §9 (p. 311), £ is enlargeable over G iff c7(£,fi0) e Ker 8%".It
remains to observe now that we have a diagram

H2(V, TV)-Ï-*. 773(Gmod V, TV)

0 = H2(Ka, TV)->

H2(Kl, TV)->

H3(Kav\ TV)->

H3(KG, TV)= 0

where ß3 is an isomorphism, by Lemma 1 in §6 (p. 300), whence Ker 3|q = Ker ß2.
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The above obstruction ß2(d(2, S0)) has been used in [6, Proposition 1.1, p. 17]
for the construction of a nonenlargeable normed Lie algebra (see §12 below).
11. Extensions over topological local groups. Let G be a topological group and
let F be a symmetric neighborhood of the identity. We shall deduce from Corollary

2 in §10 the
Theorem. Assume that the topological space G is l-connected and such that its
second singular homology 7/20p(G) vanishes. Let V, Q be open symmetric neighbor-

hoods of the identity satisfying

0) V/^Q,QQ^V,

(ii) V is connected,
(iii) every closed curve in VV is contractible in Q.
Then every local extension over V is enlargeable over G from V.

Related theorems are in [13 (without proof) and in ([5, Theorem 7.1, p. 399]).
Let us show first that the 1-connectedness of G and (ii) imply that G is Vmonodrome. Let G be the F-monodrome group. Then the topology on V can be
extended to G, so that G becomes a topological group [2, Theorem 2.7.1, p. 50],
moreover G will be connected because it is generated by the connected V. The
inclusion Kc G can now be enlarged to a morphism G ^-G.
On the other hand, G being l-connected and locally isomorphic to G, is the
simply connected covering group of G, so that we have a covering morphism
G —yG which on V is the identity. The two morphisms between G, G are inverse
to each other (since their restrictions to V are), hence G is isomorphic to G, and G
is F-monodrome.
Let G, V, Q, V satisfy the assumptions of the theorem. Then conditions (i),
(ii) of Corollary 2 in §10 (p. 313) are satisfied with G = G. To prove the theorem, it
remains to show that
co2:H2(FvG2)^H2(FvG)

is trivial. We denote by S = {Sn, 8}n¿0 the complex of singular chains of the topological space G. Let further SQ = {S%, 8}ni0 be the subcomplex of S generated (as
abelian group) by singular simplexes of the form
s: Jn-y G;n = 0,1,2,...;
(Jn is the standard

where s(Jn) c %Q for some xeG,

simplex {<i0,...,

<*„>e 7?n+ 1| 2 U— l, r¡^0}).

Since {xQ}xe0 is

an open covering of G, if follows from known results [4, Chapter VII, Theorem
8.2, p. 197] that the inclusion SQ<=S is a chain equivalence. Hence the singular
homology of G equals the homology of the chain complex SQ, so we conclude

that
(11.1)

H2(SQ) = 0.
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Let us define a morphism /: SQ ■*■&(YG) by defining in each dimension
/n:5«->Œn(rG) as follows: If

s: Jn^xQ
belongs to S%, then the image of this simplex under /, is
<go, gx,--.,

gn>, where g¡ = s(,t0, ...,/„...,/„>

with t\ = 1 and

t, = 0 for j =£ i,

(gi is the "¡th vertex" of s: Jn -*■xQ). The map is well defined since

gi-'gjCQx-'xQ^

V.

It is not hard to see that /: S° -* Œ(rg) is a chain map.
We assert that it will suffice now to prove the existence of two morphisms
«i e Hom(6¡(rG"), Sf); 7=1,2, such that the upper square of the following
diagram

Y

(11.2)

Y

S§ ——> Sí —-►
ti

S?

ti

Y

Y

e3(rG)-^^e2(rg)
commutes, and f2°h2: &2(YG")-> &2(YG)is induced by the inclusion YG<=YG~.
Indeed, it follows then from the exactness at S§ (11.1) that every cycle in <S2(r£~)
is a boundary in S2(rG), thus o>2: 772(rG~) -> 772(rg) vanishes.
The morphism hx- A typical free generator of S^rg") is of the form <g0, gx)
where gö1gx e V- Thus gx eg0V, and since g0V is connected, there is a singular
1-simplex

*i;: Ji^goV

such that Sj<1, 0>=g0, Sx(P, l>=gi- We denote this 1-simplex by «i<g0>gù- From
F<=Q follows hx(g0, gx> e S?. We extend now hx by linearity to ^(Fl") -> Sf.
The morphism h2. Let <g0>gi> g2> be a free generator of &2(YG~).Then gf1gj e V,
hence g¡ e g0V, g2 e gxVand giFcg0FF,
so that we have the above defined singular

simplexes
hxigo, gi>, hx(.g0, g2>, hx<gx, go) : 7i -> g0 VV-

These form a "curvilinear

triangle"

with vertices g0,gx,g2 contained entirely in
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go FF. Since every closed curve in VV is by assumption contractible in Q, there
exists a singular 2-simplex

Sa- Jz^goQ

belonging to S§, such that
(11.3)

ds2 = «i<go,gi> + «i<gi,g2>-«i<go,g2>

= hx(d{g0, gx, g2».

We define «2<g0, gx, g2>=^2 and we extend «2 to 62(rG") -*■S§ by linearity. Then
(11.3) yields dh2 = hx d, that is, the upper square of (11.2) commutes. It is clear that
"the vertices" of «2<g0, gi, g2> are g0, gx, g2, hence/2 ° «2 is induced by the

inclusion rr^.
12. Enlargeable normed Lie algebras. A Lie algebra X will be called normed
if X is also a Banach space and the Lie product [x, y] is a continuous function
X x X -y X. If F is an ideal of X (all ideals are assumed to be closed subspaces),
then X¡ Y, with the quotient norm |x+>»| =inf{|x+j'| \ye Y\}, is again a normed
Lie algebra. Given a normed Lie algebra X, we denote by Lr(X) the open ball in X
with centre 0 and radius r. If we choose r sufficiently small and say that the product
xy of x, y e Lr(X) exists iff the Campbell-Hausdorff series

(12.1)

x+y+\[x,y]+^[y,[y,x}}+---

converges to an element z in Lr(X), and if we put xy=z, then Lr(X) becomes a
local group (see [15, p. 207, 212] for references). We shall call X enlargeable if
there exists an r > 0 such that the local group Lr(X) is enlargeable. If LT(X) is
contained in a group G, we can extend the topology in L,(X) to a connected
topology of G [2, Theorem 2.7.1, p. 50], and if G is not l-connected, let us consider its l-connected covering group; the latter will still contain the l-connected
subspace Lr(X). Moreover, this covering group will be Ls(F)-monodrome
for
every s^r (see first part of the proof in § 11, p. 315), and therefore it depends only
on X. This unique (if it exists) l-connected group containing some Lr(X) will be

denoted by G(X).
Nonenlargeable normed Lie algebras exist, an example is given in [6]. We shall
deduce from the result of the previous section the

Theorem. If a normed Lie algebra X contains an ideal Y such that

(i) Y is enlargeable,
(ii) XIY is enlargeable,

(iii) m°»(G(XlY))
= 0,
then X is enlargeable.
Corollary
I. If X contains an enlargeable ideal Y such that X¡ Y is abelian or
finite dimensional, then X is enlargeable.
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Indeed, it follows from (12.1) that an abelian Lie algebra X is always enlargeable and G(X) = X. The enlargeability of finite dimensional Lie algebras is
well known [8, Chapter XII, Theorem 1.1], moreover a l-connected Lie group is
also 2-connected (see [1]) whence by the Hurewicz theorem [10, Corollary 9.2,
p. 57] its second singular homology vanishes.
Corollary

2. If the centre of X is of finite codimension, then X is enlargeable.

Indeed, X/centre X is always enlargeable (this can be shown similarly as for
finite dimensional X (see [12, §54, F, p. 175])). Let us note that Corollary 2 yields a
new proof of the enlargeability of finite dimensional Lie algebras based on the
vanishing of the second homology of a l-connected Lie group.
Proof of the theorem. The exact sequence 0^ fc X ^p X/Y^O,
when restricted to balls of sufficiently small radius r, yields an exact sequence of local
groups

2: \^Lr{Y)^Lr(X)^Lr(X¡Y)^l.
r

Taking r small enough, we can assume that Lr( Y)<=^N=N( Y), Lr(X) <^G = G(X¡Y).
Let s < s < r be such that the product of any 3 elements of L-S(X) exists in Lr(X) and
the product of any 14 elements of LS(X) exists in L-S(X) (these products should
exist independently on the way of inserting the brackets; the existence of s, s
follows from the continuity of multiplication in Lr(X)). We shall define an extension £ such that there is a commutative diagram

2: 1 — Ls(Y) e LS(X)-^
(12.2)

n

£: 1->N

n

LS(XIY) —^ 1
||

<= u->V->

1.

Indeed, if we have such a diagram, we can take balls Q=LQ(Xj Y), V=Lt(X\ Y)
such that the assumptions (i), (ii), (iii) of the Theorem in §11, (p. 315) are satisfied.
By that theorem, £ is enlargeable from Lt(X¡ Y), hence ^-1Lt(A7 Y) is enlargeable.
But Lt(X)dp-^Lt(X¡Y)^<p-1Lt(XIY).
Hence X is enlargeable.
We shall associate now with ]>s and a given /j-selector a multiplicator <<¡¡,
«>
from F to TV,and £ will be the extension defined by <a, «>.
Let us denote by (Ls(X))k the subset {xx-. -xk\xt eLs(X)} of Lr(X); for k^l
this is evidently a local group. For each x in (LS(X))3 we consider the map Ls( Y)
-+Lr(Y)<=N which sends yeLs(Y) to xyx'1 e(Ls(X)y n Lr(Y). It is readily
checked that this map is a morphism, and as TVis Ls( F)-monodrome (see beginning
of the proof in §11), we can uniquely extend it to a morphism iN(x): N-> N. If,
for given x e (LS(X))3, IF<=TV is a neighborhood of the identity satisfying
xWx~1(^Ls(Y),

then ^(x'^i^x):

N^-N

is on IF equal to the identity, and as

IF generates TV,we conclude that iN(x) has a right inverse, hence (interchanging the
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roles of x and x_1) iN(x) e A(N). The map tN: (LS(X))3-*■A(N) is a morphism:
it is easily verified that if x, y, yx e (LS(X))3, then the morphisms iN(y)iN(x), iN(yx)
are identical on the above W, and hence on TV.We have by a similar argument that
if x e (LS(X))3 n Lr( Y) <=TV,then iN(x) = t(x) is the inner automorphism of TVby x.
Let «¿: V=LS(X¡ Y) -*■LS(X) be a /»-selector. Then for gx, g2, gxg2 e V, we have
an element

Kgi,ga) = >P(gx)>l>(g2)(>P(gxg2))-1
^(LS(X))3 n Lr(Y) c TV.
Let a: V^A(N)

be defined by a = iwoi¿. Applying iN to the above equality,

we get i(h(gx, g2)) = o¡(g1)ct(g2)(o:(g1g2))-1. Hence <«, «> is a premultiplicator

from

F to TV;to show that it is a multiplicator we need the

Lemma. If y e L¡(Y), z e (LS(X))3, then zyz'1=*<*>y.
For the proof we use the following fact valid for any local group Q: If z, yx,...,
yne Q are such that the product yxy2- ■-yn exists (with every inserting of brackets),
and for each i= 1,..., « the products zy¡, ytZ'1, zyiz'1, zyx- ■-yK,yx- ■-yiz'1 and
ZJV ■ JV1 exist, then
(12.3)

(zyx- ■■yiz-1)(zyi + xz-1) = zyx- ■-yi^-xz'1 for i = l,...,n-l.

(This is easily shown by a multiple application of the associativity laws.)
To prove the lemma, we note first that if for real a, ß we have ay, ßy, (a+ß)y
e Lr( Y), then (ay)(ßy) = (a + ß)y, by (12.1). So for y e LS(Y), we have y=yxy2- ■-yn
with y¡ = (lln)y, yx- ■•>>(eL-s(Y) for i'= 1,..., « and yt- • -yn exists with arbitrary
brackets. Taking « large enough, we shall have y{ eLS(Y), whence z>>jz~1= '»<z)^i
by the definition of iN. The assumptions which led to (12.3) are satisfied (with Q.
=Lr(X)), whence

(zyx- •I'iZ^X'^.Vi)

= zyx-- -Ji +iz"1 for / = 1,...,

«-1.

These equations are in TV,so it follows that
(^yx)(^y2)-

■.(*<«>0 = zyx- ■^„z"1.

This proves the lemma.
It is easily seen that every x e LS(X) can be uniquely written as x=yt/i(g) where
g=/»(x) and y e (LS(X))2 n Lr(Y)<=N. Moreover, if gx, g2, gxg2 e V,
xx*2 = y x>l'(gx)y 2^2)

= yx a<9i)>'2</'(gi)<A(g2)

= yxa^)y2h(gx,g2)<Kgxg2),

for we have <¿(gi)>'2(>/'(gi))"1= í>:(!'l)>;2
by the above lemma taken with z = <¿(g1),
y=y2.

Now, if gx, g2, g3, gxg2, g2g3, gxg2g3 e V, then we can calculate

«¿(gi)«¿(g2)

•i¿(g3) in two different ways with the aid of <¿(gi)l¿(gí)=«(g¡, g^Kgigj), which is a
consequence of (12.4), and using «¿(gi)«(g2, g3)(<A(gi))"1 = a<9l)«(g2,g3), which is
a consequence of the lemma. In this way we arrive at/a> h= 1. Let S be the extension
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defined by <a, «>. Then the identification of yp(g) 6 LS(X) with <>>,g> e U gives,
by ( 12.4), an inclusion of local groups LS(X)<=U commuting with p and <p.Thus the
diagram (12.2) commutes.
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